
Static Electricity 

In certain elements, mainly metals, electrons freely pass from one to the next. That’s called the flow of 
electrons.  
Objects are taken out of a dryer, and they cling together. Why?  
Because they were tumbled together.  
The idea of having things tumble together creates the following situation; one object is giving up 
electrons to the other object. Everything originally starts off as neutral, but when one loses electrons and 
the other gains, they now have positive and negative charges. And we know that opposites attract, and 
therefore cling to one another.   
 
Deficiency = excess protons, positive 
Negative = excess electrons, negative 

● The number of protons always stays the same, it’s the number of electrons that changes. So 
there’s never a gain in protons, but in a loss of electrons.  

 
The nature of a plastic comb is that it attracts electrons, so when hair is brushed, the comb picks up the 
electrons from the hair. So when after the hair is being brushed, it now has a charge, as opposed to being 
neutral.  
Q; So then why does the comb then attract the (neutral) paper after brushing hair? 
It attracts the paper because of induced polarity.  
Induced Polarity = forced difference 
Meaning, when the comb is placed by the neutral paper, the electrons already in the paper go all the way 
to the side because like things repel. This makes one side of the paper completely positive and the other 
negative. The positive side is attracted to the electrons in the comb, so they’re attracted to each other.  
 

● The skin is sometimes a pretty good conductor of electricity because the skin sweats, and sweat is 
salt water, Salt is an excellent conductor of heat and electricity.  

 
Electronegativity = a measure of the ability to either attract or repel electrons 

● whether or not two objects come together because of their attraction is dependant on their weight.  
● the attraction between two opposite charges will always be there, but if there is a 98 Newtons ball 

that’s thrown in the air, it goes flying back to the earth, the earth doesn’t go flying back to the 
ball. This is because of their weight.   

 
Q; What is a unit of charge? 
A unit of charge is a Colomb (pronounced Ku-lom). It’s a massive number of electrons that was called 
one unit of electricity.  

1������ = 6.25×1018����������	������� 
 
Electricity is usually in the form of protons because protons cannot move because they’re stuck in the 
nucleus, so we use electrons.  
Gaining charge; moving farther off neutral.  
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If something is neutral and loses electrons, it becomes further away from neutral and more positive and 
vice versa. Either way, it’s a gain, no matter if it’s gaining or losing electrons.  
If something were negative and gains electrons, it’s getting closer to neutral, and therefore considered 
losing charge.  

● this is very similar to acids and bases on the chart where 7 is neutral.  
 
Charging; when something is getting farther away from neutral.  
Discharging; when something is getting closer to neutral.  
 
But one can’t assume that adding an electron will be charging because it all depends on where you start 
off. If you start off on neutral, then adding electrons will be charging. But if you start off on +2 and then 
you add electrons, you’re discharging because you’re making it closer to neutral.  
 
q = fixed number of electrons 
 
If there is a positive sign with the q, then that means that there is a positive charge, electrons are missing. 
If there is a negative sign then that means that there are excess electrons and there is a negative charge.  
 
Q; There is a thing with a +7 charge, one with a +6 charge and another with a -1 charge. After all of 
them have been combined, what charge will they all have after they are once again separated? 
They will all have a charge of +4 because if they’re all added up, there is an overall charge of +12, and 
divided equally amongst three, each will now have a charge of +4.  
 
Static Electricity comes in two forms;  

1. Positive Electricity (Minus) 
2. Negative Electricity (Plus)  

● This is because when something gains electrons it gets negative and vice versa. Plus is 
gain, minus is loss.  

Experiment 
There are two types of rods that are rubbed against two types of materials. Either the material is fur and 
the rod is rubber, so when these two get rubbed together, the rod becomes negative. Or when it’s a glass 
rod, it’s rubbed on silk and it becomes positive.  
Using a rubber rod and fur, rub them against each other. Touch the rubber rod to the electroscope (ball 
thing) and notice that the foil pieces (leaves) have repelled (diverged) from each other and opposed to 
having them hang limply against each other, they are being forced apart. When the electroscope is 
touched again by a finger, they immediately go back to their natural state of hanging against each other.  
This proves that the two leaves are therefore similarly charged.  
This is called “Charging by Contact”.  
The Ground Neutralizer is when any charged object is connected to the earth, it will automatically 
become neutral. This means that it gives or takes electrons as needed.  
Q; What if something is not directly touching the ground? 
We ourselves are the ground compared to many things. A person is able to neutralize the leaves with just 
a touch because we are large enough compared to those leaves to be considered the ground.  
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If the rod was negative, it had picked up electrons from the fur, therefore having excess electrons. Then 
when it was rubbed against the knob, it gave off some electrons which gave off electrons to the leaves. If 
it had been that the electrons had gone to only one leaf and not the other, it wouldn’t have mattered 
because since they were both connected by the same shaft, the electrons from one leaf would have 
equalized and given electrons through the shaft to the other leaf.  
When a glass rod is rubbed against silk, the rod gives off electrons to the silk and it becomes positively 
charged. The same scenario happened. The rod was touched to the knob and the leaves separated because 
they had the same charge. 
Q; How were they different?  
There was no difference in the reaction. But to prove that one is positive and one is negative you rub the 
rubber and fur and conduct the experiment again. Then, rub the glass against the silk and do the 
experiment. The results were that the positive undid what the other did because when it originally was 
neutral, then became more negative; the positive was then rubbed against it which took the excess 
electrons making everything neutral.  
 
When you enter water, the water has to move aside in order to make room for you. Therefore, the heavier 
something is, the lighter it would be in the water. This is because the heavier something is, the more water 
it pushes away. Something can only sink to the bottom when it gets filled up with water, like lungs, 
because it’s getting heavier, but it’s not getting bigger, so it eventually sinks.  

● �� = 
��1�2

�2  

● where k is a constant, d is distance, q is the charge of both things and mg is weight. 
The attraction of electrostatics obeys the same format as attraction of gravity.  

● One difference between them is that there is no repelling in the gravity. Gravity can never exhibit 
repulsion.  

 
When you throw a ball in the air, it’s pulling the earth up. So why is the ball not visibly pulling up the 
earth? Because their masses are different. If you flick a bowling ball and a ping pong ball with the same 
force, it will only be visible with the ping pong ball because they have different masses. The bowling ball 
won’t move.  
The mass of a proton is 1.67×10&27 
The weight of a proton is that number multiplied by 9.8. The weight is 1.6×10&26 Newtons.  
� =measurement of Coulombs  
1 � = 	6.25×1018elementary charges 
1 elementary charge = 1.6×10&19	� 
If you have a C and you want charges, then you multiply by 6.25×1018 
If you have charges and you want to know how much of C you have, you multiply by 1.6×10&19 
 
If you have 200 electrons, what is the charge? 

(200)(1.6×10&19) = 3.2×10&17 
 
The closer the charge is to 0, the less the charge is. (-6 is more than 5)  
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Magnets set up a field surrounded-area where it’s presence is noticed.  
Every charged object sets up a field if another charged object come into the field, the object will be 
repelled or attracted,  
𝜖 =the strength of a magnetic field.  
The only way to detect a electric field is to bring an electric charge that you already have and bring it to 
the unknown area. If something happens to the object, then that means that the area is electrically 
charged.  
You cannot know what a field is, you can only know what a field does.  
Field strength is measured in Newtons per Coulomb.  
Force is an inverse square relationship.  
That means that if field is determined by force, and force is inversely dependant on distance [the bigger 
the distance, the less the force and vice versa], field is dependant on distance. The force decreases 
exponentially with an increase in distance.  
 
 
Scenarios;  
 
There is a charged object and at one meter away from the given dot, the field strength is at 27 
Newtons per Coulomb. At three meters away, how strong is the field? 

Use the formula �� = 
��1�2

�2  

Three times as far out is one third as strong because distance is in the bottom of the formula. But you 
don’t divide the plain three because in the formula, there is a square, so you divide 27 by 3 squared. The 
answer is three.  
 
In order to check a field, you have to bring in a charged object and see what happens to it. So you 
need to have a controlled experiment [the charged object]. So what is the standard charge that you 
use to check a field with?  
It could either be a steel ball in which either one coulomb was gained, and the object is negative, or the 
opposite, one coulomb was lost and the object is positive.  
But a decision was reached where the test charge is made up of a one coulomb positive charge. [one 
coulomb of electrons was taken away]. Never use any other testing device.  
 
If you have a positively charged object, how would you draw the arrows [vectors] of the electric 
field? 
You make the arrows pointing out. This is because the testing object is positively charged, and like 
charges repel. Therefore, the force is going out, repelling the test object.  
If the object was negatively charged, the arrows would be pointing in because the testing object 
[positively charged] would be attracted to the object, so the force is pulling it in.  
 
If you have an object that’s positive and another object that’s negatively charged next to each other 
[but they’re not close enough to draw each other in], and you take a positive test charge and put it 
in between them, what would happen to the object? 
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It would go to the negatively charged object extremely fast because not only is it being pushed away by 
the positively charged object, it’s also being pulled by the negatively charged object at the same time. 
Because of this, it’s going to ‘fly’ towards the negatively charged object.  
 
How does one charge know that there’s another charge near it?  
There is a region around something that’s influenced by the object itself, called a field. An object can 
sense a field. But we, as people, can’t sense a charge. The only way to detect a charge is to bring another 
charged object and see the effect on the object.  

● a neutral object does get affected by a field, it can be pulled into both a negative charge 
and a positive charge.  

 
 
If you have a positively charged object that is basically but not perpendicularly on top of another 
positively charged object with a negatively charged object next to the second positively charged 
object [but not close enough for them to attract each other], what would happen to the first 
positively charged object? 
The object would first be pushed up by the second positively charged object but as it gets further away, 
the force would weaken, so it would start slowing down. When it does this, the negatively charged object 
would then begin to attract it, so it would form an arc and make its way to the negatively charged object.  
 
If you have two positive charges [but at a distance that they don’t repel each other], and you place 
the testing object [positively charged] smack in between the two charges, what would happen to the 
object? 
Since the testing object is placed in between, it’s going to be equally repelled by both of them, so it’s 
going to stay in the same position in between them.  
 
If you have two positive charges [but at a distance that they don’t repel each other], and you place 
the testing object [positively charged] closer to one of them, what would happen? 
First, the testing object would start to repel from the charge that it’s closer to, and move away. But as it 
moves away, it starts to get closer to the other positive charge, so it gets repelled by that too. Basically, 
the direction of the testing object is first going out from the first charged object, and then a curve 
[signaling its getting closer to the second object. This is because as it gets closer, the force of the charged 
object slowly begins to affect it, and that’s why it’s not a straight line.] Then after that, it makes its way 
upward.  
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Voltage; potential energy, but it’s not based on raising something higher. The work that’s done is 
repulsion. The higher the voltage, that means that the more repulsion is going to happen between like 
[negative] charges.  
If one wanted to make electrons move, they would bring a ton of electrons and put them all together. By 
doing this, they’re all going to repel each other and they’re all going to move.  
If there is a battery of 6 volts, it means that it has the ability to compress electrons on the cathode, two 
times as much as something with 3 volts.  
A volt is how many electrons are being pushed together, [not the number, but it determines the strength of 
how many electrons it can hold]. The bigger the volt, the more electrons, the bigger the push, the bigger 
the repulsion.  
 
A battery is responsible for pulling electrons onto the cathode which creates a will of the electrons to 
repel from the other electrons. A battery allows the flow of electrical charge between the anode and the 
cathode. When an appliance is connected to a battery, chemical reactions occur that allow a flow of 
electrical energy to the appliance.  
The battery is the input of energy [not electrons]. It puts energy into the electrons, and the appliance uses 
up the energy.  
In order to complete a circuit, there needs to be a complete circle. If there are not at least three pieces, the 
circle won’t be completed and the circuit will break and no electrons will be transferred.  
If something is on a different circuit, but both have the potential to gain the energy, nothing will be shared 
and each will be equally as bright, as opposed to two lights and a connecting piece on one circuit. In this 
situation, the lights won’t be as bright as before because they’re sharing electrons.  
Electric field intensity obeys the inverse square law.  
The more the distance, the less intensity the electric field has. But it decreases or increases exponentially.  
 
Capacitor; a storage mechanism for holding electrons.  
This isn’t easy because they repel each other. Also, electrons like to move around.  
The long line that represents a battery is the anode [the plus plate]. The short line is the negative cathode 
[the minus plate].  
All the protons leave the positive battery side because they want more space and they go to the side of the 
capacitor that they’re connected to, on top of the plates.  
The electrons do the same thing, but they go to the opposite side, to the plate that’s parallel to the one 
where the protons are going.  
Even though the protons and electrons are not together, the presence of each other maintains them and 
keeps them in place.  

� =
�
�

 

� =
�
�

 

 
 
A battery is equivalent to a heart. The electrons are the red blood cells. When a blood cell picks up 
oxygen, it goes around and gives it off at other places. If the blood gets stored in the heart, you die. 
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Electrons are not in the battery. The electrons are in the wires of the circuit. The battery just gets the 
electrons flowing. Ions in the battery give energy to the electrons.  
Electrons are trucks. They pick up and deliver, pick up and deliver. They don’t run out. The battery just 
gives it a push. If you have one resistor, the energy goes only to that resistor.  
Resistance to an electron is something is beating it up and taking away energy from it.  
Anything that runs on electricity is a resistance.  
 
Energy comes from a battery and if there’s only one resistor, it gets all the energy. If it encounters 
resistance, then that means something captures energy from the electron short circuit happens because no 
resistance. 
squiggle line = resistance 

 
Resistivity R = pL/A 
Technically, silver would be the best to use for wires, but we use copper instead. Any metals would be 
good because metals are good conductors of heat and electricity.  
While in the wire, they don’t heat up.In the light bulb they do, the wires connected to the wall is copper 
and in the light bulb it has tungsten (the filament). 
Area means thickness of the wire and the thicker it is, the easier things will flow.  
The unit of resistance is the ohm [Ω]. 
 
Series;  
There’s literally only one path to go through, the charges have no choice but to go a certain way through 
the wires.  
Parallel; 
It’s where there’s more than one direction to go to. The electrons stop at the junction and they can then 
make the decision of which path to take.  
 
Rules for a Series Circuit;  

1. Solve for totals first  
2. Find whatever you’re given. You can either be given the voltage, the resistance and/or the amps. 

You need two of the three to solve.  
3. Use the formula V=IR to solve for the missing part  

If you’re given the resistance for each resistor, keep in mind that Amps anywhere are Amps everywhere. 
Using these two pieces of information, you can solve for each individual volt.  Note
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A resistor is something that runs on electricity, meaning it takes energy from the electrons. This doesn’t 
make the electrons any weaker because they don’t lose their own energy, but only the energy they were 
bringing to the appliance.  
If you plug in more and more appliances, you blow a fuse. This is lowering the resistance. If they were 
connected into each other, it would be a different story. But you’re activating a new circuit. Therefore, the 
old resistor doesn’t add to the new resistor, the new resistor opens a new route. It’s like opening a new 
road, there’s more room for traffic.  
 
Rules for a Parallel Circuit;  

1. Don’t calculate the totals first, or your answers will be wrong. Instead, get the numbers for each 
individual part first.  

2. Only after you find the individuals, you add them up to find the total.  
You can use the volts that you are given, and the same amount everywhere, keeping in mind that volts 
anywhere are volts everywhere. If the battery gives off 60 volts, then if the electrons go one route, they’re 
going to have a 60 volt power, and if they go in the other direction, they will also have the 60 volt power.  
 
Q; If one of the paths are inadmissible, what happens?  
They don’t spread out, they just don’t move anymore.  
 
An ammeter is an instrument that measures electric fields.  
It technically is a resistor, but it’s resistance is so tiny that it doesn’t really make that much of a 
difference.  
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